For all those who are interested in seeing Technology teams win, the Clark basketball argument tonight is reinforced with highest scores. The only game the Clark aggregation has won was over their own managers, or waterboys, or some other handicap. On second thought it must have been the Alumni, but a good team of waterboys probably could have licked them, anyway.

But—Friday night the Aggies go against Harvard, with about the reverse of the above true in this case. Saturday night they should be in the elimination round against a Brown team boss. Brown has been having a lot of troubles against big teams, with a loss to H. C. in last credit, or otherwise.

Last night saw the first of a playoff for the Dorm basketball trophy, whatever it may be. Lynch and Stas looped all the powerfull woman longs across the floor. Wood did a bad job of filling the basket to place only 18 scores. The outstanding play of the game was registered by Mr. Bruno Werra, who did a most excellent job of going no place fast with grace and facility, and of creating long sighted with the same 'spatial' air.

This weekend is the climax of the winter sports season at the Institute. Each of the means is getting in its share, of winter. Basketball has the three generated games; the hockey team, so gracefully named "vampires" by a pest禀annel, have two encounters, one being with Williams, which hasn't been doing too well this season, rather; the swimming team will suffer from overwork and a variety of other sports will get their names forever inscribed on the annals of some bespeckled scorebook.

F. K.